Please answer the below and turn this sheet in to David. Just go with your instinct don’t second guess yourself.

1. I will find everything I need for my school work through the library website.
   T__ or F___

2. I will be able to use JMU library resources after I graduate.
   T__ or F___

3. I feel confident that I can determine if a resource is reliable.
   T__ or F___

4. I should not use search engines like Google for my school work.
   T__ or F___

5. I should not use search engines like Google when I am in practice.
   T__ or F___

6. Information about the author of a resource is not an important factor in deciding if it is reliable.
   T__ or F___

7. Information about the date a resource was written [is not important] when considering if it is appropriate to use.
   T__ or F___

8. Something that is under copyright (with this symbol ©) is considered reliable.
   T__ or F___

9. I can explain what peer review is and why it is important.
   T__ or F___

10. The library pays a subscription fee for me to access many of the resources through their website.
    T__ or F___

11. To begin your search about your NASW Pioneer, which is the best kind of source to start with:
    ___ a. dictionaries
    ___ b. biographies
    ___ c. bibliographies
    ___ d. news sources
    ___ e. all the above.